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Abstract

This paper seeks to re-examine the issue of estimating team efficiency for sports

teams via an application of data from the National Basketball Association. This

paper argues that the inputs the coaches allocate are the players the team employs.

Therefore, this paper employs a measure of playing talent in modeling team

production. Unlike previous studies, which only employed one measure of playing

talent, we employ measures of guards, small forwards and big men in a study of

basketball. This paper also argues that the time-varying stochastic frontier models

with the identical temporal pattern assumption such as Lee and Schmidt and

Battese and Coelli cannot be used in the analysis of team efficiency in sports. The

evidence we present shows by hypothesis test that this argument holds.

I Introduction

Beginning with the seminal work of Scully (1974), there have been numerous

empirical studies of production functions and sporting team efficiency.1 This

work begins with the elements of a standard production function, which is

typically defined as the relationship between output and inputs. In the sports

economics literature, output has been traditionally defined as the number of

wins the team accumulates. Inputs have been defined as some measure of the

playing talents a team employs, typically measured via a variety of player

performance measures. Team efficiency is determined by how well a coach

transforms the given playing talent into a winning performance.

Two recent studies moved beyond looking at player statistics as the input

variables and focused attention upon the player’s themselves. For example, Fizel

and D’itri (1996) and Dawson et al. (2000a, b) used player talent indices as an

nSogang University
nnCalifornia State University-Bakersfield

1 See Dawson et al. (2000a, b), Fizel and D’itri (1996), Gustafson et al. (1997), Haas (2003),
Hadley, Poitras, Ruggiero and Knowles (2000), Hofler and Payne (1997), Porter and Scully
(1982), Ruggiero et al. (1996), Zak et al. (1979). A good review of the literature is offered by
Dawson et al. (2000b) and Lee (2005).
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input variable in their analyses of team or coach efficiency. Specifically, Fizel

and D’itri employed the Hoop Scoop talent index as a measure of playing input

in college basketball. Dawson et al. (2000a, b) focused on player value, via a

weighted sum of player variables, calculated before the season in question. In

other words, it is the level of talent that exists before the season in question

begins that is connected to team wins in the regular season.

Dawson, Dobson and Gerrard also argued that coaches have both a direct

and indirect impact on team winning performance. Specifically, coaches have a

direct impact when they make the decision to play or not play a particular

player. The authors argue that most empirical works in the literature ignored the

indirect effect, or the ability of the coach to train and motivate players so that

performance on the court improves. That is, coaches are not only seeking to

maximize wins given a certain amount of playing inputs, but also seek to

improve the quality of inputs employed. Estimation of the indirect effect would

require ex ante input variables that excludes the performance-enhancing impact

of coaches.

In this paper, we seek to improve upon the approach offered by Dawson et al.

(2000a, b) in a study of technical efficiency in professional basketball. Both Fizel

and D’itri (1996) and Dawson et al. (2000a, b) only included one measure of

playing talent. Like these studies, we argue in favor of employing an index of

playing talent in a properly specified production function. Unlike these studies,

though, we will also construct such an index for three player positions employed

in the National Basketball Association (NBA). Specifically, although centers

and power forwards play similar roles, the production characteristics of these

players differ from guards and small forwards. In other words, they are different

kinds of workers. Consequently, a well-defined production function in basket-

ball needs to include different measures for each type of worker employed.2

Beyond improving the specification of the production function, there is also

contribution we seek to add in the econometric literature examining team

production in sports. Dawson et al. (2000a, b) are perhaps the first papers to use

a panel data model with a stochastic frontier approach, which these authors

applied to a study of the English Premier League. Specifically, Dawson et al.

(2000a) were the first to attempt to estimate the temporal variation in technical

efficiency of a sports team by using the time-varying stochastic production

function models of Cornwell, Schmidt and Sickles (1990, CSS), Battese and

Coelli (1992, BC) and Lee and Schmidt (1993, LS). Dawson et al. (2000a) found

that the temporal structure of efficiency and the estimation procedures of the

time-varying stochastic frontier models produce different results. However, we

argue that because the average value of the winning percentage is always 0.500 in

2A further advantage of employing a measure of playing talent can be seen if one considers
the issue of cost minimization. The condition of cost minimization requires that a combination
of inputs be chosen where the isocost curve is tangent to the isoquant curve. With player
statistics such as rebounds and turnovers, we do not have input prices, hence it is difficult to
measure costs. With playing talent measures, though, we can calculate input price data simply
by dividing players’ salary by the measure employed. Therefore, our approach can allow for the
estimation of allocative efficiency as well.
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any season (i.e. there is – on average – no temporal variation in efficiency) we

cannot use the time-varying models of BC and LS in the analysis of team

efficiency in sports. The rationale behind our argument will be discussed later in

this paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II details the

playing talent index we will employ. Section III provides an overview of

stochastic frontier models, including a discussion of the time-varying and the

time-invariant versions. Section IV includes empirical results of our study of the

NBA and the final section offers concluding observations.

II Measuring Player Productivity in the NBA

As noted in Table 1, the NBA tracks a plethora of measures designed to capture

the productivity of an individual player.3 The list of factors is useful if one

wishes to know which players are prolific scorers or who is deficient in

rebounding. Unfortunately, if one wishes to quantify a player’s total

contribution to team success, the list of factors alone will not suffice. What is

needed is an index of productivity that can connect these factors to team wins.4

Students of the game of basketball understand that wins in the NBA are

determined by how efficiently one scores per possession employed, relative to

one’s opponent’s ability to use possessions efficiently.5 Given this basic relation,

and the methodology laid forth by Scully (1974), we begin our estimation of

player productivity with the estimation of equation (1).

WINSi ¼ a0 þ a1PTE=PE þ a2DPTS=PAþ ei; ð1Þ

where PTS/PE is the points per possession employed and DPTS/PA the points

surrendered per possession acquired.

To understand this basic model, one must first understand the concept of

team possessions. The number of possessions a team employs and acquires is

captured by the following equations:

PE ¼ FGA� RBOþ TOþ 0:445FTA; ð2Þ

PA ¼ DTOþ RBDþ RBTM þDFGM þ 0:445DFTM: ð3Þ

As noted by Oliver (2004) and Hollinger (2003), a team’s possession can

end with one of three events: a field goal attempt,6 a turnover or some free

3The list of data reported in Table 1 is restricted to the statistics employed in this study.
4 The index we employ was first described in Berri (2008). This index was also employed in the

work of Berri and Eschker (2005), Berri et al. (2005), Berri and Krautmann (2006), and Berri
and Schmidt (2006).

5According to Oliver (2004), the concept of points per possession was noted in Frank
McGuire’s book Defensive Basketball, first published in 1959. Oliver also reports that an
assistant of McGuire, Dean Smith, utilized the concept of points per possession during his
tenure of head coach at the University of North Carolina. This idea is also incorporated in the
recent work of Hollinger (2003) and Oliver (2004).

6A field goal attempt will result in a change of possession if it is made or the miss is captured
by the opponent. An offensive rebound does not result in a change of possession, hence these
must be subtracted from field goal attempts in ascertaining how many times a team has the ball.
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throws.7 Berri (2008) introduced the concept of possessions acquired.8 As noted,

a team can acquire the ball after an opponent turnover, the opponent missing a

shot that the team rebounds,9 or the opponent making a shot. Considering the

elements that comprise possessions employed and possessions acquired, one can

Table 1

Team and player statistics for the National Basketball Association sample: 1993–1994 to 2002–

2003 regular season aggregates for each team

Variable Notation Mean Standard deviation

Wins WINS 39.378 13.848

Games played GM 78.755 9.676

Winning percentage (WINS/GM) PCT 0.500 0.163

Points scored PTS 96.868 4.992

Opponent’s PTS DPTS 96.868 5.228

Field goals attempted FGA 80.777 3.426

Offensive rebounds RBO 12.641 1.493

Turnovers TO 15.342 1.263

Free throws attempted FTA 25.575 2.445

Opponent’s TO DTO 15.342 1.345

Steals STL 8.149 0.998

Defensive rebounds RBD 29.374 1.647

Opponent’s FGM DFGM 36.461 2.436

Opponent’s FTM DFTM 18.977 1.991

Team rebounds RBTM 5.234 0.563

Notes:
D represents the opponent’s accumulation of the factor, i.e. the opponent’s total scoring5DPTS.
Source: Reheuser and Smith (2003). Team rebounds calculated according to methodology reported in Berri
(2008).

7Only a fraction of free throws result in a change of possession. The precise fraction is open
to a small debate. Based upon a detailed review of a sample of games, Oliver estimates that
approximately 40% of free throws attempted result in a change of possession. Hollinger argues
that a more precise measure is 0.44, which he claims is the constant that balances best the
number of possessions a team employs with those possessions employed by a team’s opponent.
In Berri (2008), a constant of 0.445 was found to be the measure that balanced possessions
employed and possessions acquired.

8A purpose behind Berri (2008) was to create a measure of player productivity that assigned a
value, in terms of team wins, to each action a player took upon the court. Although each
element of a team’s possessions employed can be traced back to an individual player, the
opponent’s possessions employed contain several elements that cannot be connected to an
individual player. Specifically, we cannot credit an opponent’s accumulation of offensive
rebounds or shot attempts to specific players on the team we are examining.

9 Berri (2008) notes that the rebounding of the opponent’s missed shots can be separated into
two categories, defensive rebounds and team rebounds. The former are rebounds credited to a
specific individual. Team rebounds are basically an accounting device. The number of missed
shots and rebounds should equal at the end of a game. If a missed shot goes out of bounds,
though, a rebound cannot be credited to an individual. Likewise, if a player misses the first of
two free throws, no rebound can be recorded for an individual player. Hence, these events are
also listed as team rebounds. One should note that only team rebounds that result in a change of
possession are included in the estimation of team rebounds that follows. Team rebounds
associated with misses on the first of two free throws are not included. For details on how team
rebounds are calculated one is referred to Berri (2008).
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see that the estimation of equation (1) will allow us to ascertain the value of most

of the actions a player takes upon the court.

Table 2 reports the estimation of equation (1). With these results in hand, we

next take the derivative of wins with respect to PTS and PE. The results of these

calculations are reported in Table 3A. From this table we can see each additional

point adds 0.033 wins while each possession employed subtracts 0.034 victories.

A similar calculation produces the marginal impact of points surrendered and

possessions acquired.10

Given these values, we can now, as noted in Table 3B, ascertain the value of

the statistics tabulated for the players and the team. The list of player factors

includes points, field goal attempts, free throw attempts, offensive rebounds,

turnovers, steals,11 and defensive rebounds.

The team factors include variables that cannot be assigned to individual

players. Following the lead of Scott et al. (1985) and Berri (1999), team factors

are allocated across an organization’s players according to the minutes each

player plays.12

The marginal values listed in Table 3B were employed to measure each

player’s production of wins13 for the 1999–2000 season through the 2001–2002

campaign. These values were then employed as the value of each veteran player

10As one can see in the following equations the similarity in these values is not a coincidence.

Marginal value of PTS ¼ a1PE�1 ð4aÞ

Marginal value of PE ¼ �a1PTS � PE�2 ¼ ½a1PE�1�½�PTS � PE�1� ð5bÞ

The difference between these equations is [�PTS/PE]. The average value of this ratio is 1.02.
Consequently the average marginal value of PTS and each of the elements of PE are virtually
equal. The calculation of these marginal values utilized the average number of points and
possessions per game. One could also estimate the marginal value of points and possessions for
each individual team.

11 If the opponent commits a turnover and one can identify the player on the team who is
responsible, the identified player is given credit for a steal. So the opponent’s turnovers include
all of the steals each individual player on the team garners. In Table 3B the value of a steals are
listed among statistics tabulated for players while the opponent’s turnovers that are not steals
(DTO-STL) are listed among team variables. One should also note that a small number of
turnovers are not recorded for individual players. One could therefore add team turnovers to
the list of team factors in Table 3A and 3B.

12 This approach was also adopted in Berri (1999).
13 The measurement of player wins follows the steps listed in Berri (1999).

1. Measure each player’s value per minute by multiplying the player’s per-minute
accumulation of each player factor listed in Table 3B by the marginal value of these
variables.
2. Utilize the team factors listed in Table 3B to construct each team’s per-minute team
defensive production. Add this value to each player’s per-minute value determined in
step (1).
3. Determine the average adjusted per-minute value at center, power forward, small
forward, shooting guard, and point guard. Subtract the average position value from
each player’s per-minute adjusted production. This calculation yields each player’s
production of wins relative to the position the player played.
4. To determine the total number of wins, add the average number of wins produced per
minute in the NBA to each player’s relative per-minute wins production. If you multiply
this value by the number of minutes the player played, each player’s production of wins
is determined.
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in the NBA for the next season. For example, Chauncey Billups produced an

estimated 6.8 wins for the Minnesota Timberwolves during the 2001–2002

season. Given that he played 2355 minutes, his production of wins was

equivalent to 0.139 per 48 minutes played. This was employed as Chauncey

Table 2

Estimated coefficients for equation (1) dependent variable is regular season winning percentage

sample: 1993–1994 to 2002–2003

Variables Coefficients

Constant 0.495 (0.0935)a

PTS/PE 3.122 (0.0613)a

DPTS/PA � 3.118 (0.0645)a

Adjusted R2 0.947

Observations 286

Notes:
Standard errors in parenthesis below each coefficient.
aSignificance at the 1% level.

Table 3A

Marginal value of player and team factors

Variable Marginal value

Points 0.033

Possessions employed 0.034

Points surrendered 0.033

Possessions acquired 0.034

Table 3B

Marginal value of player and team factors

Marginal value

Player factors

PTS 0.033

FGA 0.034

FTA 0.015

RBO 0.034

TO 0.034

RBD 0.034

STL 0.034

Team factors

DPTS 0.033

DFGM 0.034

DFTM 0.015

DTO-STL 0.034

RBTM 0.034
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Billups expected level of productivity for the Detroit Pistons during the 2002–

2003 campaign. A similar calculation was completed for each player a team

employed.14

With each player’s past productivity ascertained, we then determined each

team’s level of productivity at one of three player classifications: guards,

comprising of point guards and shooting guards; small forwards; and big men,

or power forwards and centers.15 These measures were then utilized as the inputs

in the production function we employ.

III Stochastic Production Frontier Model

With playing talent by position measured, we can now turn to our assessment of

technical efficiency. Our analysis begins with an assessment of the models

offered previously in the literature. All previous studies, except those applying

the nonparametric method of data envelopment analysis, assume the appro-

priate functional form for a production function in sports to be either linear or

Cobb–Douglas. Such an assumption is made without any verification. In

contrast, in the analysis of various manufacturing industries, more flexible

production functions have been utilized.

Although the choice of functional form has shown little flexibility, the

econometric models of estimation have evolved across time. Earlier studies

estimated average or deterministic production functions. Later, stochastic

frontier models were adopted in the analysis of sports teams, but only stochastic

frontier models designed for cross-sectional data (see Aigner et al., 1977;

Meeusen and van den Broeck, 1977; Stevenson, 1980) or time-invariant

efficiency estimation (see Schmidt and Sickles, 1984). The only exception is

the aforementioned work of Dawson et al. (2000a, b), who applied several time-

varying efficiency models.

The estimation of the stochastic frontier function was independently

introduced by Aigner et al. (1977) and Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977).

The basic idea behind these models comes from the conflict between the

definition of a production function and available data sets. A production

function specifies the maximum possible quantity of the output, given the

quantities of a set of inputs. However, the output data we observe are smaller

than or equal to the maximum possible quantity because of the existence of

technical inefficiency.

14 If the player did not play in the immediate prior season, then his productivity was taken
from his most recent season. Although calculating past productivity was sufficient to measure
the level of talent a team employed each season, rookies posed a special challenge. For players
without a past, we constructed the average level of productivity a team could expect given the
player’s draft position. Such averages were calculated for players drafted in positions 1–10, 11–
20, 21–29, 30–39, and 40–57. Additionally, averages were calculated for players who were un-
drafted.

15 The productivity of point guards and shooting guards are quite similar. Power forwards
and centers are also quite similar. In contrast, though, small men, big men, and small forwards
are quite different in the level of productivity offered. Given these similarities, and our limited
degrees of freedom, three classification of player productivity seemed adequate for our
purposes.
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Schmidt and Sickles (1984, SS) apply the stochastic frontier production

approach to a standard panel data model. Inter-firm differences in time-

invariant individual effects are interpreted as measures of technical inefficiency

in their model. Therefore, we need neither a specific distributional assumption

about technical inefficiency nor the assumption that the levels of inefficiency and

other explanatory variables are correlated.

Specifically the time-invariant stochastic frontier production function of SS is

defined by

yit ¼ a0 þ xitbþ vit � ui ¼ xitbþ ai þ vit; ð4Þ

where yit is the log of output for team i (i5 1, . . . ,N) at season t (t5 1, . . . ,T), xit
is the 1 � K vector of logarithms of inputs, b is a K � 1 vector of coefficients, vit
is Nð0; s2vÞ, statistical noise, ui is the non-negative technical inefficiency error for

team i.

Here ai 5 a0� ui is the intercept for team i.

Time-invariant technical efficiency can be estimated in two steps. In the first

step a production function, such as equation (4), is estimated by either the within

estimator (the fixed effects model) or the GLS estimator (the random effects

model). In the second step, technical inefficiency for team i can be separated

from estimates of ai because

ûi ¼ ðâ0 � âiÞ; â0 ¼ max
j
ðâjÞ: ð5Þ

Technical efficiency at each data point is then calculated as

TEi ¼ expð�ûiÞ: ð6Þ

The most efficient team has ûi ¼ 0 and TEi 5 1; then the range for any TE is

[0, 1]. One should note that the most efficient team is assumed to be perfectly

efficient, and the efficiency of team i is measured as the efficiency relative to the

most efficient team.

The obvious next line of research becomes the extent to which the assumption

of time-invariance can be relaxed, without losing the benefits of panel data.

Cornwell et al. (1990, CSS), Kumbhakar (1990), Battese and Coelli (1992, BC)

and Lee and Schmidt (1993, LS) have allowed technical inefficiency to be time

varying. Specifically, given the above equation (4), the model we will estimate

will be the following:

yit ¼ at þ xitbþ vit � uit ¼ xitbþ ait þ vit; ð7Þ

where uit is the non-negative technical inefficiency error at season t for team i

and ait 5 at� uit is the intercept for team i at season t.

These models usually replace time-invariant efficiency with a structured

function of time. The functional form in CSS is quadratic in time, and

Kumbhakar, and BC have specific exponential forms. However, LS allowed a

flexible temporal pattern of technical efficiency, with the restriction that the

temporal pattern is the same for all firms. This is also imposed by Kumbhakar

and BC. The assumption of identical temporal pattern of technical efficiency

across different firms is very critical for sports team analysis because of the joint-
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product characteristic of the sports industry. This peculiar characteristic restricts

average winning percent to 0.5. Consequently, average technical efficiency is

constant over time even though individual teams have different temporal

variation in efficiency relative to each other. Unlike a manufacturing industry

where all firms in the industry could improve their technical efficiency in a

certain period, if one team increases its technical efficiency in sports, another

team must experience a decline in efficiency.

Given the zero-sum nature of sports, we cannot use one of the stochastic

frontier models (BC, Kumbhakar, and LS) with the identical temporal variation

assumption, because the constant average efficiency in sports would cause such

models to reduce to the time-invariant model. However, stochastic frontier

models that allow for firm-specific temporal variations in technical efficiency are

recommended for sports team analysis. Those models include CSS, and

additionally, recently developed models by Cuesta (2000), Lee (2006), and

Ahn et al. (2006). Unfortunately, our NBA data set does not have enough

observations for these models. For example, the CSS model has (3N1K)

parameters to estimate, but we have only 3N data (N, # of teams; K, # of

regressors). Consequently, we cannot use the time-varying models, but only the

time-invariant SS model for our analysis of NBA team efficiency. However, we

will estimate the LS model and conduct hypothesis tests in order to highlight the

aforementioned consideration.16

LS denotes an arbitrary temporal pattern of technical inefficiency as

ait ¼ ytai; ð8Þ

where yt is a parameter to be estimated.

LS also chooses the normalization, y1 5 1, and provides the within and

generalized least squares estimators, which are consistent and asymptotically

normal. The within and GLS estimation method also applies to LS, but given

that equation (6) is nonlinear, we need the iteration method to get the estimates

of the production function.17 We should note that the primary advantage of LS

is to test the time invariance of efficiency. Specifically, the null hypothesis that y
is a vector of ones is tested.

IV Technical Efficiency in the NBA

Econometric issues

Our analysis of technical efficiency begins with a series of econometric issues

that must be resolved before our production function can be properly estimated.

This list of issues includes the choice of functional form, the returns to scale

exhibited in the production process, the choice of random or fixed effects, and

the time-invariance hypothesis. Each of these will be discussed in turn with the

results reported in Table 4.

16We will utilize the LS model because Kumbhakar and BC specification are nested by LS.
17 See LS or Ahn et al. (2001) for the detailed estimation.
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The first of these is the appropriate functional form. Specifically, should one

prefer the Cobb–Douglas or a translog production function? The translog

function can be rewritten as

ln yit ¼ b0 þ
X

j
bj ln xjit þ

X
j

X
l
bjl ln xlit ln xjit þ vit � uit; ð9Þ

where subscripts j and l represent the factor inputs. Without the composite input

term in equation (9),
P

j

P
l bjl ln xlit ln xjit, the estimating equation becomes a

Cobb–Douglas stochastic frontier production function. As you can see in Table

4, we cannot reject the Cobb–Douglas model.

Beyond the choice of functional form lies the issue of returns to scale. Most

studies of manufacturing assume the production function exhibits constant

returns to scale (CRTS). If we make such an assumption the corresponding F-

statistic is 3.62. Hence, at the 5% level the CRTS hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Our next step is to consider whether we should estimate a random or fixed

effects model. Specifically we turn to the Hausman (1978) w2 specification test.

The null hypothesis is that the error components model is the correct

specification. This hypothesis is rejected. This result is reasonable in the sense

we are employing the entire population of NBA teams. A fixed effects model

assumes individual terms are fixed variables while a random effects approach

assumes these are random error terms. If we were taking a sample of the

population, we would assume ‘random.’ Given that we are employing the entire

population of NBA teams, it is not surprising that the fixed effects model is the

preferred choice.18

Previously we noted the question of time invariance. Our results show

decisively that the time-invariance hypothesis cannot be rejected. The hypothesis

test result does not imply that a time-varying model is incorrect. It does tell us

that the average temporal pattern is constant over time and we should not use

the time-varying models with the identical temporal pattern assumption in

sports team analysis. We should note that Dawson et al. (2000a, b) reported the

opposite finding. Specifically, they found that the temporal structure of

efficiency and the estimation procedures of the time-varying models produce

different results and managerial efficiency was falling on average during their

sample period. Perhaps, the reason for the discrepancy is that they focused

attention on coaching efficiency rather than team efficiency. In other words, the

individual coach was their unit of analysis. Consequently, the subscript i in the

production function (9) represented the ith coach, but not the ith team.

Therefore, their panel data set must be either extremely unbalanced or not a

typical panel data set that includes cross-section data across a time series.

18We will be presenting both the fixed and random effects results. With respect to the latter,
the random effects model is best estimated via GLS. When we employ random effects, GLS is
more efficient than the fixed effects estimation when we assume the effects are uncorrelated with
the regressors. Such a difference in efficiencies disappears as T goes to infinity. On the other
hand, the difference becomes large when N is large and T is small. This is our case because T is
only 3. In essence we wish to present both estimates given that the Hausman test supports the
fixed effects model while the characteristics of our sample data suggests GLS.
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Given our econometric tests, we now have a Cobb–Douglas functional form

with CRTS. Furthermore, we are estimating this time invariant model with fixed

effects. There is one more issue common in panel data models. Specifically, the

final test we employ is needed to ascertain the existence of individual effects. If

there are no individual effects, or if every team has the same constant term, then

we do not need a panel data model such as fixed or random effects. In other

words, OLS would be sufficient. Our test result shows strongly the existence of

individual effects. Hence the model chosen from our battery of tests is the proper

choice for the estimation of our production function.

Estimation and results

We can now estimate our production function. Given our review of the various

econometric issues involved, the specific regression equation is reported in

equation (10).

lnðWinit=SFitÞ ¼ b0 þ b1 lnðGDit=SFitÞ þ b2 lnðBMit=SFitÞ � ui
þ vit; ð10Þ

where Win is the number of regular season wins, GD the talent of guards (points

guards and shooting guards), SF the talent of small forwards, BM the talent of

big men (power forwards and centers).

Given the specification of equation (10) one should note that the estimated

coefficient of SF is (1�b1�b2).
Even though our test results suggest the within estimation of a time-invariant

stochastic frontier model, we present both GLS and OLS estimates of our model

in Table 5. The last column includes the within estimates of LS for comparison

and they are similar to the within estimates of a time-invariant model as

expected. The results indicate, with the exception of the OLS estimation, that

Table 5

Estimation results

Variables

Time-invariant model Time-varying model

Within GLS OLS Within

Constant 4.780 (57.99) 0.471 (59.89)

ln guard 0.178 (2.05) 0.267 (3.05) 0.331 (3.90) 0.182 (1.98)

ln small forward 0.364 0.289 0.223 0.366

ln big men 0.458 (3.86) 0.444 (3.67) 0.446 (3.78) 0.452 (3.39)

Y1 1

Y2 0.996 (� 0.42)a

Y3 1.007 (0.59)a

Mean efficiency 0.691 0.875 0.692

R2 0.751 0.649 0.423 0.755

Notes:
The numbers in parentheses are t-values.
aThe numbers in parentheses are t-values of the hypothesis of Yt 5 1.
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65–75% of a team’s current level of productivity is explained by their level of

talent entering the season. Average efficiency, with the exception of the GLS

model, lies at approximately 69%. The GLS model average level of efficiency,

87.5%, is substantially higher.

A decision in professional basketball that has often been criticized was the

Portland Trail Blazers decision to draft Sam Bowie, a center, instead of Michael

Jordan. As fans of basketball understand today, Jordan’s career, relative to

Bowie’s, was substantially more successful. The results reported in Table 5 offer

some general support for the position adopted by Portland. As noted, the

contributions of big men nearly double the offerings of guards. In other words, a

Big Man will typically offer a greater contribution to the team’s production of

wins than a small man. Although the Jordan story contradicts this perspective,

the rule motivating the decision made by Portland is supported by the evidence

we offer.

Further evidence of the value of big men can be found via a rudimentary

examination of the NBA draft. Recently, foreign players and high school players

have been drafted in the first round. The majority of these have been big men.

Unlike college players, the expected performance of a high school or foreign

player would have greater uncertainty. Given the greater level of risk, NBA

teams have generally restricted the drafting of non-college players to big men,

where the potential reward is much higher.

Beyond the evaluation of each position’s contribution is our assessment of

the level of efficiency offered by each team in the sample considered. This

assessment is offered in Table 6. As noted, 3 years have been examined,

beginning with the 2000–2001 season and ending with the 2002–2003 campaign.

Teams are sorted according to the average number of regular season wins each

team recorded over this time span. Technical efficiency has been estimated via

both the time invariant fixed effects model and generalized least squares. As

noted in Table 5, the average level of efficiency is quite different from each

approach. However, the rank correlation within the sample between these

methods is 0.962. In other words, the rankings uncovered from each approach

are quite similar.

What do these rankings reveal? The most efficient team according to the fixed

effects model was San Antonio, the team with the highest level of average wins.

The level of efficiency achieved by San Antonio was only rivaled by Dallas, who

is listed as the most efficient according to the GLS approach. The least efficient

team by both methods was the Chicago Bulls. Unfortunately, as noted in our

estimate of potential wins, had the Chicago Bulls performed as efficiently as

possible the Bulls would have still been one of the two worst teams in the NBA.

In other words, the Bulls simply lacked the talent necessary to be successful. The

failure to allocate talent efficiently certainly did not help. Still efficiency would

not have changed the team’s ultimate fate.

The same cannot be said for Sacramento or Phoenix. According to the fixed

effects approach, the latter team would have posted the best record across this

time frame had the team been able to achieve maximum efficiency. According to

the GLS model, Sacramento would have been the best team in the NBA had its
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efficiency been maximized. Hence a lack of efficiency did alter the outcomes

observed for these two franchises.

V Concluding Observations

The literature on production functions has been enriched by the study of sports.

Our study offers two contributions to this literature. Like the work of Fizel and

D’itri (1996) and Dawson et al. (2000a, b) we employed a measure of playing

talent in modeling team production. Unlike these studies, which only employed

one measure of playing talent, we employed measures of guards, small forwards

and big men in a study of basketball.

Table 6

Average efficiency levels time-invariant fixed effects (FE) vs. time invariant GLS

Team

Average

wins

Efficiency

FE

Efficiency

GLS

Potential

wins FEa
Potential

wins GLS

San Antonio 58.667 1.000 0.986 58.667 59.472

Sacramento 58.333 0.826 0.929 70.647 62.806

Dallas 56.667 0.965 1.000 58.740 56.667

LA Lakers 54.667 0.841 0.931 64.971 58.748

Portland 49.667 0.708 0.874 70.161 56.825

Minnesota 49.333 0.842 0.958 58.619 51.492

Philadelphia 49.000 0.813 0.930 60.271 52.686

Utah 48.000 0.714 0.890 67.227 53.909

Charlotte (New Orleans) 45.667 0.815 0.933 56.060 48.922

Milwaukee 45.000 0.761 0.928 59.102 48.479

Detroit 44.000 0.865 0.953 50.861 46.160

Indiana 43.667 0.772 0.904 56.548 48.297

Phoenix 43.667 0.599 0.841 72.863 51.897

Boston 43.000 0.754 0.931 57.029 46.198

Orlando 43.000 0.678 0.881 63.394 48.785

Seattle 43.000 0.616 0.862 69.783 49.901

New Jersey 42.333 0.655 0.862 64.671 49.113

Houston 38.667 0.676 0.886 57.216 43.619

New York 38.333 0.733 0.886 52.268 43.280

Toronto 37.667 0.599 0.827 62.841 45.529

Miami 37.000 0.638 0.839 57.957 44.102

LA Clippers 32.333 0.563 0.826 57.441 39.142

Atlanta 31.000 0.584 0.832 53.046 37.247

Washington 31.000 0.679 0.878 45.655 35.288

Denver 28.000 0.508 0.788 55.107 35.541

Cleveland 25.333 0.452 0.753 56.010 33.642

Golden State 25.333 0.478 0.771 52.988 32.855

Vancouver (Memphis) 24.667 0.462 0.762 53.437 32.390

Chicago 22.000 0.447 0.735 49.217 29.929

Notes:
aPotential wins are calculated under the assumption that each team is 100% efficient and the remaining teams
remain at the same efficiency level estimated.
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Beyond specifying the production function, we explored various time-variant

and time-invariant approaches to estimating production functions. We argue

that because the average value of the winning percentage is always 0.500 in any

season (i.e. there is – on average – no temporal variation in efficiency) we cannot

use the time-varying models of BC and LS in the analysis of team efficiency in

sports. After we tested the time-invariance hypothesis of technical efficiency for

NBA teams using the LS model we found the results supported our argument.

After estimating our model, what did we learn? First, our findings suggest,

consistent with popular perception, big men have a greater impact on team wins

than small forwards or Guards. Such a result lends credence to the general

perception that front court players offer greater value to a team. In terms of

efficiency, our results suggest that a lack of efficiency can impact the outcomes

observed for given teams. Perhaps the next step in the efficiency story should

center on why teams fail to allocate resources efficiently.
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